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Abstract 
In t h s  thesis we are concerned with models and techniques for the performance eduation 
and optirmzation of dtstributed discrete event simulation (DDES) of stochastic queueing 
networks Our point of view is that an implementat~on of a DDES (1 e , a hstnbuted 
discrete event simulator) is after all a distributed computing system in whld  the tasks 
that flow between the computing devices are time stamped events, the processing of which 
makes the simulation progress Our approach is to study the performance of a DDES via 
a queueing model of the simulator Questions about the DDES (e g , rate of progress of 
simulated time, or the amount of memory required) easily translate into questions about 
the queueing model (e g , throughput, stability, number of events in the system) With 
this motivation, in this thesis we consider the following questions 
(I) Queueing models of simulators of queueing networks with feedbacks, 
(11) Stability of queueing models vis-a-vis the stability of the queueing network, 
(111) Throughput bounds, 
(IV) An algorithm that guarantees deadlock free simulation with finite memory, and 
(v) A heuristic for mapping queueing network models onto processors 
Stochastic models of conservative simulators of feedforward queueing networks (QNs) 
have been studied before It is now known that under standard stochastic assumptions for 
message arrival and time stamp processes, the message queues are unstable for conservative 
sequencing and for optimistic sequencing without Lazy Gncellation (LC) We therefore 
first look at message flow processes in simulators of open QNs with feedback We develop 
and study queueing models for simulators with Maximum Lookahead (ML) sequencing 
We characterize the *externaln arrival process, and study the message feedback process 
in the simulator of a simple QN with feedback 
Abstract XI 
We show that Consewatsue samulutors of open QNs wzth state andependent srreducsble 
Markouaan routrng are unstable s f ,  and only sf ,  the QN stself as unstable Interprocessor 
flow control cannot be used to stabilize the simulator of an unstable queuemg network 
This result is to be seen in the light of the fact that the conservative simulators of feed- 
forward open QNs are inherently unstable, but using interprocessor flow control we can 
preclude instability for the simulator We show that an a conseruatrve or opttmsstsc dw- 
tnbuted stmulator of an open queuerng network (stable or unstable) of FIFO queues, wath 
anfinate buflers and srreducsble Markouaan routsng, the buflers at one of the stmulator pro- 
cessors eventudlg get exhausted and the samdatson mwt stop prematurely We develop a 
simple techmque called "event compactrficationn whch, In conjunction wlth interproces- 
sor flow control, permits the simulation of the queueing network indefinitely We provlde 
a proof for the result that If a queuerng network ss unstable, then ats opttmastac ssmulator 
(wath or wtthout lazy cancellatson) rs also unstable We show via an example that an 
optsmtsttc sarnulator of a stable queueang network can be unstable 
Stationarity, or existence of a steady state 1s very useful, for example in flow balance 
arguments We show that A conservatrue sarnulator (havtng mazrrnum lookahead and 
general semce tames for processors) of a Jackson and Jackson-lske QN as regenemtrue 
and asymptotscally stataonary sf the QN stself as stataonary In the case of general 
regenerative QNs, we show that A conseruatsve srmulator (hauang mazarnum lookahead) 
wzth phase-type sewace dsstnbuttons as regenerattve and asymptotscally stattonary sf the 
QN as regeneratrue and statronary 
Previous work on deriving upper bounds on throughput assume flow balance without 
justlficatlon, only QNs (having irreducible routing) were handled and there was no ac- 
counting for communication delays Our work on upper bounding IS not based on flow 
balance arguments We derive an upper bound on the rate of progress of simulated time in 
terms of the the parameters of the queueing network, the processing speeds, and the trans- 
mission rates We use our results to propose a heuristic to obtain a 'good" partitioning 
of the queues to the simulator We validate our results with an empirical study 
Maximum lookahead simulators provide a lower bound to the throughput of a "goodn 
optimistic simulator with lazy cancellation We derive lower bounds on throughput of 
distributed simulators (wath maximum lookahead) of queuemg networks with trreducable 
routing We assume that the simulators are stationary 
